FORTEST MEETING
Agenda for Technical Day (Shared with FACS)
13 September 2002 in CS 103 SEMINAR ROOM

Timetable:

• Welcome. Coffee and teas etc. 9.30-10.00
• What do we do when we test a Z specification? John Derrick. (10.00-10.40)
• AnaTempura. Antonio Cau. (10.40-11.20)
• Break for 10 minutes.
• Expanding an extended finite state machine for testability? Rob Hierons. (11.30-12.10).
• LUNCH and demos (12.15-1.40)
  o Spark Rod Chapman
  o CADiZ. Ian Toyn
  o Ana Tempura
• Automatic Guidance for the Formal Verification of High Integrity Ada. Andrew Ireland (1.40-2.20)
• MOTIVE: Method for Object Testing, Integration and Verification. Tony Simons. (2.20-3.00)
• Break for 15 minutes (teas in common room area)
• Functional Testing of Hardware Designs. Salim Vanak and Mike Holcolme. (3.20-4.00)
• [Extreme Positions Statements (if time permits)]